roll to play in forcing our Government to negotiate the peace that we and the Vietnamese want. Everyone understands that you are in the positions of either making munitions or not feeding yourselves. But, you don't need to quit! You can continue to pick up your paycheck, and participate in the total effort. No one knows better than you what makes munitions work. And no one knows better than you what will make munitions not work. These munitions are not necessary to protect remaining troops. They are being indiscriminately used on civilians, and have even fallen on POW camps. This is a rich man's war! Join the rest of us in our attempts to stop it.


The November 6, 1968, edition of "The Minnesota Daily," supra, contains a photograph of whom it identifies as one of fourteen persons, known as the Milwaukee Fourteen, arrested in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 24, 1968, for burning draft records." (U)

Davidov urged that those present distribute this leaflet at various Honeywell Corporation plants in the Minneapolis area, including the one in Saint Louis Park (suburb of Minneapolis). Several persons read the leaflet and were apprehensive about distributing it because they felt its contents were such that they might be arrested. Davidov said he would check with "movement attorneys" to see if this was the case and would advise them what he learned before they distributed it. He suggested that those who wanted to demonstrate or confer with the aforementioned Congressmen gather on one side of the room with and those who preferred his suggestion assemble on